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1. In accordance with its terms of reference and instructions of the Council the
Committee has conducted a consultation with Yugoslavia on its import restrictions
applied for balance-of-payments reasons and examined the Yugoslav special import
charge introduced in July 1970. The present report surmmarizes the main points of
the discussion and the views of the Committee on the import charge.

2. The Committee noted that the previous consultation with Yugoslavia on its import
restrictions had taken place in April 1968 (BOP/R/23). On the present occasion the
Committee had before it a new basic document (BOP/109) supplied by the Yugoslav
authorities,and material supplied by the International Monetary Fund, comprising
background papers dated 1 May and 10 September 1970 and the text of its Executive
Board Decision of 20 May 1970. In conducting the consultation, which took place on
15 October 1970, the Committee generally followed the established plan for such
consultations as set forth in Annex I to L/3388.

Consultation with the International Monetary Fund

3. Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV of the General Agreement the International
Monetary Fund had been invited to consult with the CONTRACTING PARTIES in connexion
with the Yugoslav restrictions and import charge. Upon the invitation of the
Committee the representative of the Fund made a statement as follows:

"The Fund invites the attention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the Executive
Board decision of May 20, 1970 taken at the conclusion of its most recent
Article XIV consultation with Yugoslavia, and particularly to paragraphs 2 to 4

which read as follows:

'2. Economic growth proceeded strongly in 1969. For the year as a
whole, the social product at constant prices was 10 per cent greater than in
1968, and employment increased by substantially more than in recent years.
The rate of growth moderated during the second half of the year. For 1970,
the authorities expect an increase in social product of 6-7 per cent.

'3. Prices increased more in 1969 than in the previous year and
there was an acceleration during the course of the year. Personal incomes
continued to increase substantially more than productivity. The Yugoslav
authorities are endeavoring te develop a more effective incomes policy, which
the Fund believes is essential in order to strengthen the external position.
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14. The gold and convertible foreign exchange holdings, together.
with the net Fund position, improved by $198 million, but the level of
gross convertible reserves continues to be low relative to the total
size of external transactions. Moreover, there was a further increase
in foreign indebtedness. The Fund believes that Yugoslavia must continue
to give high priority to improving the balance of payments and the
reserve position, and that dependence on external restrictions should be
reduced. The Fund welcomes the termination of the bilateral payments
agreement with Tunisia and the intention of Yugoslavia to press for the
termination of the remaining such agreeements with Fund members.

"At the present time the general level of restrictions and the import.
surcharge of Yugoslavia which are under reference do not go beyond the
extent necessary to achieve a reasonable rate of increase in Yugoslvia's
reserves."

I. CONSULTATION ON IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Opening statement by the representative af Yugoslavia

4. In his Opening statement, the text of which is reproduced in Annex I to this
report, the representative ofYugoslavia cutlined the principal developments in
the Yugoslav economy since the last consultation in April1968. It was noted
that the economic revival which began inl968 had continued in 1969 and that
industrial production had increasedconsiderably. The rapid growth and high
economic activity had entailed on instability in the domestic market, reflected
in rising prices ard wages as well as in financial difficulties of enterprises.
Certain monetary measures had consequently been taken with a view to moderating
the rate of expansion. For 1970 a sound rote of growth was envisaged but this
waslikely to be accompanied by the usual problems connected with rapid expansion.
In the external sector exports and imports had risen considerably in 1969 but
the trade deficit had increasedas a result of the more rapid increase in imports
than exports, especially in the trade with western countries. The trend continued
until the first quarter of 1970. Since then exports had ceased to expand at the
previous high rate while imports beganto rise rapidly. For 1970 as a whole
exports had originally been expected to exceed the 1969 level by 12 per cent and
imports by 10 per cent but those estimates had both been exceeded. The trade
balance with the convertible area had been showing a growing deficit this year.

5. The rapid growth in importsborewitness to the liberalnature of Yugoslavia's
import control régime. Apart from the liberalized and conditionally liberalized
categories of imports there existed anassortment of other ways for the finance
of imports. According to certain unofficial estimates over 80 per cent of total
imports were in effect effected ina liberal manner. The widenig trade deficit
was, as usual, largely compensated by receipts on invisiblesaccount. The current
account as a whole remained in deficit both in 1968 and 1969, which would have led
to a loss of reserves had it not been for a substantial net inflow of capital.
The foreign exchange reserves had been increasing until the second quarter this
year. Since then they had steadily delined.
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6. In conclusion the representative of Yugoslavia recalled the measures that
had been taken earlier this year for the safeguard of the balance of payments and
stated that while the basic objectives of economic policy in Yugoslavia were still
in the direction of further liberalization and the establihment of closer links
with the world economy, import restrictions remained essential for the time being
as a means of preventing further determination in the external financial position.

Balance-of-payments position and prospects

7. Members of the Committee expressed appreciation for the comprehensive and
informative statement made by the Yugoslav representative and especially welcomed
his assertion that the new medium-term plan uner preparation would continue to
aim at fostering trade liberalization and closer links with the world economy.
In their view the Yugoslav economic reform programme initiated in 1965 had been
impressively successful and the increasing reliance on marrket forces for the
allocaticn of resources must have been fundamentally responsible for the rapid
economic growth. It was only to be hoped that this reliance on market forces
would be given equal emphasis in the trde field and bearingin mindthat
Yugoslavia had achieved a small surplus on its balance ofpayments in recent years
Yugoslavia would remove the remaining restrictions as soon as possible. Members
of the Committee noted the view of the IMF that the present restrictions were
necessary to achieve a reasonable rate of increase in the reserves, but considered
it disappointing to see that no major liberalization measure had been taken during
the last three years when there, had been sizable increases in the foreign exchange
reserves.

8. As regards the immediate future members noted that while the more rapid
expansion of imports than exports implied a widening of the trade gap, this had
so far been largelyoffset by rising revenues from tourism and remittances as
well as inflows of capital. The representative of Yugoslavia observed that the
present reserves, while higher than in 1968, were still low in relation to the
country's foreign trnde requirements, and must be built up to a more comfortable
level before any large-scale liberalization could be contemplated. In the meantime,
steps had been takento simplify the control system by way of abolishing the
conditionally liberalized category and reducing the coverage of the linking
system".

9. In reply to a question the representatitve of Yugoslavia stated that it was
expected thatnet receipts on invisibles account would continue to offset to
large extent the deficit on the trade account. Tourismhad so far shown a
promissing rate of growth and was being further promoted through infrastructural
improvement and enlargementofexisting capacity. Banking arrangements were
being improved to attract expatriate workers' savings and deposits as well as to
facilitate their remittances.

10. A member of the Committee started that developing countries having a favourable
balance on trade account often found their surplus offset by payments en invisibles
accont such as shipping. In thc case Yugoslavia a sizable income was derived
from tourismand workers' remittances and it would be interesting to know to what
extent Yugoslavia was burdened with shipping expenditure. The representativeof
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Yugoslavia pointed out that the traditional pattern of Yugoslavia's payments
consisted in a trade deficit, compensated in part by net receipts on invisibles
account and partly by capital inflows, especially in the form of medium-term
loans. "Transportation" normally showed a positive balance amongthe current
account itemsand available data showed no significant disbursements on shipping
account.

11. A member of the Committee, referring to the high level of Yugoslavia's debt
service obligations in relation to her prospective foreign exchange earnings,
expressed the hope that the Yugoslav Government would pay close attention to the
level of short-term debt. He wished to know whether any steps were being taken
tosoften the current impact of the foreign debt structure by limiting short-term
suppliers' credit. The Yugoslav represantative noted that partly owing to the
decentralizaion of decisionmaking andpartly becauseof the scarcity of domestic
funds, the central authorities had found it extremely difficult to prevent enter-
prises from contracting foreign credit when they had the means for the conse-
quential serviciing, mainly from entitlements under the retention quota system.
Most of the increase in 1969 was, however, in medium-term rather than short-term
credits accorded by foreign suppliers and banks.

12. Several members of the Commmittee suggested that Yugoslavia give close
attention to attreating long-term foreign investment. In response the represen-
tative of Yugoslavia recalled the discussion during the last consultation
concerning the law introduced in1968 on joint ventures. Although this had so
far yielded only limited results, partly owing to the legal limitation on foreign
equity participation in the economy changes were being considered with a view to

introducing greater flexibilityin the system. Other measures to facilitate the
inflow of investment capital included the settingup of the International
investiment Corporation with the participation of the IFC and foreign banks.
Discussions were in progress on the use of tax incentives to attract foreign
investment. In fact the Republic of Monetenegre had already introduced certain
incentives of this kind, and the new measures beingcontemplated might well be
instituted at the same time as the changesin the regulations governing joint
ventures mentioned above.

Alternative measures to restore equlibrium

13. Amember of the Committee stated that while his government viewed with
sympathy the difficult balance-of-payments situation of Yugoslavia it neverthe-
less wondered whether the problems would not be better solved through an even
greater reliance an alternative internal measures rather than import restrictions.
In response to questions in this connexion the representative of Yugoslavia
recalled that a somewhat restrictive monetary policy had been adopted towards the
end of 1968 and during certainperoid thereafterwhenever the enomyappeared
to be ganingexcessive speed in expansion. Various new mesures were in fact
being actively considered.

14. As to what newmeasures might be taken if those at present in force or
planned should be found inadequate in redressing the current disequilibrium in
the economy, the representative of Yugoslaviaobserved that the authorities would
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no doubt closely examine the possibilities but wore unlikely to come up with new
methods not already well-known and well tried. The monetaryand fiscal policies
might further be tightened. Price control might have to be used but only as a last
resort. "Intervention impoorts" cculd be made whenever it was considered desirable
to damp the pressure on prices by easing the supply of certain products. At any
rate there could be no question of meeting the difficulties by intensifying the
restrictions on imports. On the other hand the Yugoslav authorities did not
consider, as had been suggested by a memberofthe Committee, that the planned
rate of economic growth of 6.5 per cent to 7.5 per cent in the next five years was
over-amibitious, industrial production being expected to rise by 10 per cent.

15. A member of the Committee referred to the successive financial stringencies
that had been seen in Yugoslavia since the inception of the, economic reform in
1965 and thought that too much reliaince had perhaps been placed onmonetary
policy to the neglect of fiscal measures, and that even the monetary measures
would appear not to have been applied with the necessary degree of consistency.
While this phenomenon might partly be explained by the effects of decentralization,
much could be attributed to the poicy of adhering to the balanced budget. He
suggested that better co-ordination between different levels of government in
budgetary planning and operation might increase the usefulness of fiscal policy as
an instrument to combat instability. In reply the reprersentative of Yugoslavia
agreed that the authorities had been relying mainly on monetary measures but that
there were other deficiencies in the economy than the inadequate use of fiscal
policy. A capital market was lackingand attemtswere being made toencourage
the merging ofsmall banksand the formationof larger units so as to increase
efficiency, and to mobilize unutilized funds throughthe issue of debentures.
Various ways andmeans were being exploredand experimented with, which were
outside the domain uf monetary policy, apart from certain step-gapmeasures
designed to meet the acute liquidity problems faced by the economic enterprises.

16. Members of the Committee observed that while the economic reform in
Yugoslavia had evidently shown considerable results in liberalizing the economy
and foreign trade, there appearedto be many areasof weakness calling for
remedial action. In particular the spiralling rises in wages and prices with wages
rising twice as fast as productivity would seem to be the root cause of instability.
In this connexion they referred to the proposed formation in Yugoslavia of a
committee comprising representatives of federal and regional authorities as well
as management and labour to work out an effective incomes policy, and enquired
whether any progress had beenmade or could be expected in ralating more closely
personal income to productivity. The representative of Yugoslovia, stated that
although there was general agrreement among the various sectors of the economy that
changes in personal income should be in harmony with changes in productivity, it
had been found difficult in practice always to restrain wage rises within limits
consonant with that principle, and this was partly due to the general tendency for
prices in European countries to rise which entailed higher costs of livingand
provided grounds for claims for upward adjustments in personal earnings.
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System and method s of restriction

17. Members of the Committee commented on the complex nature of the import control
system which, evenafter theforthcoming abolition of the LBO category announced
to the Committeeby the Yugosliv representative in his opening statement, would
still involve four different catagories.In response to requests for clarifi-
cation and in reply to specific questions concerning various aspects of the restric-
tions therepresentative ofYugoslavia explained that upon the abolition of the

"LBO" (conditional liberalized)category almost all the products previously in it
would be transferred to the fully liberalized (LB) catogery; the régimewould to
that extent becomeless restrictive. The changes would be published in the near
future. The global exchangequota or GDK list comprised mainly raw materials,
capitalgoods and some consumer goods.The quotas were allocated to individual
enterprises on the basis of their impots of the goodscovered in the preceding
year, and special allocations were available to newly created enterprises or
existingenterprises venturinginto new fields.An increase in the quotas for
1971 had just beendecided upon. Capital equipmentwas, however,not normally
imported under such quotas but wasmainlyfinanced out ofretention quotas and
amortization funds. Someconsumer goods were included in the liberalized (LB)
category, but someare in the global quota (GDK) Category.The treatment was
considered liberalinasmuch as importers were free choose any item on the list
to import from any source up to thegeneral. limitation of the quotas allocated to

18. Asked whetherany of theproducts previously on the LBO list had been trans-
ferred to amorerestrictivecategory he r presen aoe_otricgi-la raty ;,r r .serOtetiv_ cf Yu-os1lvic sand tha-t
eitemsmogent ansferred o l- u KmC vcc: i-ht be trsfcrroctta -the GD- list,
aettakeh a fir.a 'casioe wro -ecome o-. Such c,trcnsfcr wculd b(jcor.
changeive e.e1 Jaageary 19e1.eCuronXgods-L--s wcrO onvise.d in rcspcct cf <,GS
K and scnt cr ithche;hoimm cee ( nnr7'^-DX) lists. TIh Con:ittcoiwas further
nblSor wcethaerteoe-ractîlistso-msc u Dish, honevr ncccss2ry is's cf 1odifications

jec*cWt c ariotr JmporS:.égime, prductr c- jt vover'us iyrt rcos.

ingtoi9.ef. -r:.rr~em whi Cc'n-otera tlnk systc;: -.h,.cnvClvcd C. ]inX
be,wJor someie'JL'o c.mr;~<,. creba afma-- typof Of iiports. -th_ .v-ilpbility <t
esrcependedco;.chernne,co- e-madDez:lr en thoir oxpurt p-rforrincc, asked whether
nforeign.ex vange csem n. ehe aS;n " vsch;-. sy t ii. th, neor future.
pointeoît ttaio f cli a o a ene-tl't this linking wns nOt , g 1rai
oleabritutac ath- estiol rel as Il - d npalicd rniy toc;rtein individuel
soctcil,inganeye, t(altele tileba2ddîon, Jl-cctic-1, tcxIlî, snc fcodstuff
ierutreiscope.s oi-c 1-Otubrg thf emra eef teis einkii; systhnhd bc3n roducfj
.aDnnselecdec,, em c recir: et1e:ald id el in thc mriesan ci-1trical indust:i.s,
rshipbuilding.clcth.-:IY -. =J01Ui CC;

i0.eeornqcireo; LeheCCmgoslac aCjud,.a wict1ad Yndiczivirha 5s t heC irAi--
thetaxon businesscapital whic- , sinc adoeen-ire:main hsourceeC.r bool the ..1i SOUi-f
pment of the less-deegionsandi s e eurc±cJ.r:t cf the lc vlopecd r:icns-dnd, if So, Whcthur
p re*ecialctaol w-s-o^Se'ri in rss uct f th , 3 er cent; spcîiî1 tnx on impcrtbd
duction pozed ta cVe-ct the burje rlecrciestiec roductiorm by th

aonaicnaredd- tax. ehCerr-ecriteti f Yuric;ovi? stnt th.r thc lcrv on business
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capital had indeed been abolished. As regards the specialtax on imports this
had not been imposed to compensate only for the burden of that levy, but also
for that of a number of other levies, such as the 2 per cent tax to provide funds
for earthquake relief. Earthquakes being unfortunately exceptionally freqaunt,
the special tax had to be retained far the time being, although the possibility
of a reduction in the rate of the tax was not precluded.

21. One member expressed the view that the 1 per cent statistical tax levied on
imports would appear to be unrelated to the cest of the services rendered and
consequentlyinconsistent with the provisions of Article VIII of the General
Agreement. The representative of Yugslavia replied that the levy was intended
to cover the expenses of customs statistical collection, and while it would be
impracticable toadjust the rate of the tax preciesely in accordane with the
budgetary requirements of the statistical bureaux, the present rate would seem to
be minimal.

22. Invited to provide information on the scope, purpose and mannerof the
operation of the variable levy on agricultural products, the representative of
Yugoslavia recalled discussions in various organsof GATT on this type of measure
which was in operation in many countries. The ordinary cutoms duty was inade-
quate to the task of protection of the domestic market against disruptiveinflows
of agricultural products whose prices were subject to wide and frequentfluctua-
tion. The variability of the levy was intended to meet the variation ofimport
prices in relation to domestic prices and cests of production. In the Yugoslav
case the variation was not entirely automatic andrequired a decision taken in the
light of documentary evidence concerning , prices and marketconditionsabroad and
in the country. The products on which a variable levy could be imposed, were
included in a list published in the Official Gazette. The levy wasimposed only
when the market conditions warranted it and at the present only a few products
were actually subject to it, such as alcohol, butter, milk and certain types of
cheese, edible oils wine, certain fruits, sugar and eggs.

23. In response to a question the representative of Yugoslavia stated that among
the cheeses subject to variable, levy Trappist cheese and Emmenthal cheese were
on the quota(RK and D) list, as similar types of cheese wereavailable from
domestic production.

24. The Committee noted the recent termination ofYugoslavia's bilateral payments
agreements with Ghana, Israel, Tunisia. and the United Arab Republic and, the
introduction of someelements of convertibility in the agreement with Spain. The
Committee, also noted the reduction in scopeofsome agreements, as well as the
relative decline in her bilateral trade. While welcoming these developments,
members of the Committee urged that further efforts be made for thetermination
of the remainingagreements andasked if there was any time-table for this. In
reply the representative of Yugoslavia confirmed that negoctiatians were in progress
for the termination of some agreements but accomplishment in this field depended
not only on the volition of Yugoslavia but also the willingness of the partner
countries; the terminationof any agreement could not be achieved by unilateral
declaration and account had to be taken ofteh need to avoid impairing Yugoslavia's
relations with its traditional trading partners.
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Conclusions

25. The Committee expressed appreciation for the frank and co-operative manner
in which the Yugoslav delegation participated in this consultation and for the
helpful information provided on the commercial policy and import restrictions of
Yugoslavia. It had not been possible in recent years to make further progress in
the liberalization of the trading system and the Committee expressed the hope that
further improvoments in tho balance of payments and in the reserves would soon
make additional liberalization possible. Members of the Committee also urged
Yugoslavia to consider the possibility of eliminating the auxiliary taxes on
imports. The Committee welcomed the firm policy of the Yugoslav Government to
seek the termination of all bilateral payments agreements whenever circumstances
permitted.

26. The representative of Yugoslavia assured the Committee that the views and
representations expressed by other representatives would be conveyed to the
appropriate authorities in Belgrade for careful consideration.

II. SPECIAL IMPORT CHARGE

27. In accordance with the instructions of the Council the Committee, in the
course of the consultation on import restrictions, also examined the special
import charge introduced by the Government of Yugoslavi as from 19 July 1970 as
stated in document L/3419.

28. The representative of Yugoslavia explained that this charge was intended to
contain the expansion of imports at a time when a decline in Yugoslavia's inter-
national reserves, which had begun towards the end of the first quarter of the
year, showod signs of acceleration, mainly as the result of a sudden upsurge in
imports; the import charge hadbeen introduced when, in July 1970, imports were
found to be 50 per cent higher then in the corresponding month in 1969. Under the
relevant GATT provisions the Government would have been entitled to introduce new
restrictions on particular products but, being anxious to avoid a reversal of the
established policy of progressively freeing imports from quantitatlive restrictions,
had chosen to resort to a treasure which was generally considered to be less
detrimental to the trade interests of other contracting parties. The import charge
was levied at the low rate of 5 per cent ad valorem and its effect would be spread
ovor the whole range of imports, thus placing no burdensome incidence and exerting
no protective effect on any particular products. The charge had so for shown no
significant effect on the volume of imports.

29. Tho Committee was further informed by the representative of Yugoslavia that
the import charge would be applied, as stipulated in the Executive Decision of
18 July in implementation of the Federal Law of the same date, only until
30 June 1971, although the enabling law was of a permanent nature. It was applied
on all dutiable imports - in the agricultural as well as in the non-agricultural
sector - and on imports from all sources without discrimination. The text of
the Law and the Executive Decision is reproduced in Annex II to this report.
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30. Members of the Committee enquired about the criteriawhich would govern
the maintenace or abolition of the importcharge. The representativeof
Yugoslavia stated that rateof 5 per cent had been decided upon by the
Government after careful consideration of the requirement of the situation,the
likely effects on imports and internal prices as well as the interestsof
Yugoslavia's trading partners. This rate was stipulated in the Executive Decision
of 18 July and could not be increased without a newdecision. The periodofits
application had been fixed in the light of the current estimate of the country's
balance-of-payments position and prospects. Being applied for balance-of-pay-
ments reasons it would udoubtedly be maintained only to the extent justifiable
on that ground and would be eliminatde when conditions no longerjustified its
maintenance.

31. In reply to a question as to the circumstances in which theGovernment of
Yugoslavia had found it necessary to make use of the import charge, having regard
to the economic and import control system in existance, the representativeof
Yugoslavia stated that his Government had to rely on the usual kindsof
commercial policy measures, such as tariffs, import charges and quantitative
restrictions, for the regulation of its imports, since the generaleconomic system
of the country no longer permitted direct government intervention in commercial
or industrial activities; planning in Yugoslaviawas of a general andflexible
nature, involving norigid targets concerning particularproducts or industries,
and the making of decisions relating to particular products had longbeen
decentralized. Nor was the present import control system by itsslf an effective
instrument for the regulation of theoverall level of imports,as many items of
imports, mainly raw and semi-processedmaterials and capital equipment, had been
freed from restriction. The upsurge of imports in the springof1970 had been
mainy in these liberalized categories.

32. In reply to another questionthe Yugoslav representative stated that the Law
and Executive Decision in question contained no special provisionfor the rebate
of the charge onimported elements of exported goods, butthe normal taxexemption
facilities for exports would apply with respectto the incidence of this import
charge.

33. As noted in paragraph 3 above, the IMF had advised that:

"At the present time the generall levelof restrictionsand the importsurcharge
of Yugosloviswhich are under refernce do not go beyond the extent necessary
to achieve areasonablerateofincrease in Yugoslavia's reserves."

The Committee concurred in this, judgement of the Fund. It tooknoteof the
Yugoslav contention that the import charge,as it was at present appliedin
accordance with the Execuitive Decision of 16 July 1970, was less restrictive of
trade and less detrimental to the tradel interestsof other contracting parties
than the additional quantitative restrictions thatYugoslaviawould have been
justified inapplying under the criteria of the relavant GATT provisions.
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34. Takinginto account the assurance given by the Yugoslav authorities that the
measure, would be maintained only to the extent necessary for the specific purpose

mentioned above, and would be eliminated as soon as it was no longer justified on
that ground,and having regard to the limited incidence of the charge at the
specified rate of 5 per cent, the Committee came to the conclusion that in this
particualr case the Council might wish to take a decision to take note of the
situation and keep it under review, and toexamine without delay any change in
the import charge that right be notified by the Government of Yugoslavia. It
wolud be desirable to invite the Yugoslav Government to notify the CONTRACTING
PARTIES in advance of any change in the level or duration of applicatïon of the
import charge. Yugoslavia should be urged to eliminate the measure as early as
circumstances permitted, in any case not later than 30 June 1971. Itmight also
be agreed that all the conditions and criteriaembodied in the appropriate
provisions of the General Agreement concerning the use of quantitative restric-
tions for balance-of-payment reasons should be deemed applicable in respect of
this import charge. This disposition by the Council would in no way preclude
recourse to the appropriate provisions of tho General Agreement by any contracting
party which considered that any benefits accruing to it under Article II of the
Agreement in respect of any bound items include in the Yugoslav Schedule were
nullified or impairedas a consequence of this measure.

Annex I: Opening statement by the representative of Yugoslavia.

AnnexII: Text of Federal Law on the special tax on imported goods and the
Executive Decision imposing the tax.
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Opening Statement by the Representative
of Yugoslavia

The last consultations between Yugoslavia and contracting parties to the GATT
on restrictions applied for balance-of-payments reasons were held at the end of
April 1968. I shall cover in my introductory statement the period from that time
up to approximately the first half of this year. I shall mostly concentrate an
the year 1969 for which full information is available. Besides I consider that
year particularly characteristic for the period under review.

In accordance with the planned objectives of the economic policy, 1968 wit-
nessed a revival of the economic activity of the country. While the first months
of the year showed a continuation of the stagnation of the past year, by the
middle of the year a remarkable trend of revival of the economic activity began.
This was noted first in the field of investments, and then in non-agricultural
production (agricultural production in 1968, as in 1967, decreased because of
unfavourable climatic conditions). The most important feature was the increase of
the rate of growth of industrial production, particularly in the last months of the
year, (10 per cent), but owing to the low rate of growth in the first months of that
year, the rate of growth was 6 per cent for the whole year.

At the same time as the industrial production increased, there was á certain
slowing down of the rate of growth of exports, as well as an increase in the trade
deficit. Exports not only increased less than in the previous year, but increased
less than imports. These developments were mainly due to a decrease in agricul-
tural production, as well as some external factors such as: various import
restrictions of other countries, especially in regard of agricultural and live-
stock products, the instability of the international monetary system and measures
taken by some industrial countries to improve their balance of payments. In spite
of these unfavourable factors, however, a favourable balance was achieved
vis-à-vis the convertible area, while the trade deficit aggravated in respect of
the bilateral area, this in the first place due to the policy of my country to
reduce its positive bilateral balances by increasing imports from this area.

The year 1969 saw largely a continuation of tendencies which appeared at the
second half of 1968. The goals set in the economic policy for 1969 were basically
fulfilled and in certain fields even exceeded, especially in exports towards the
convertible area. The results realized in 1969 arc very important, especially when
we bear in mind the slower growth of the economy in the previous years.

A very high rate of growth and high economic activity was the result of the
endeavours made to adapt production in accordance with the requirements of the
market, measures taken with a view to maintaining the level of economic activity
and the favourable conditions in the world markets. Accompanying this were further
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changes in the pattern of demand. Moreover, the extension and diversification of
economic relations with foreign countries which took place at this junction helped
to promote the development of technollogy, to improve organization of work, to
modernize production programmes and methods. The productivity of the social -
i.e. public - sector increased, the utilization of production and service
capacities was improved and further steps were taken to enhance co-operation,
specialization and integration in the economy.

The social product increased by 10 per cent in 1969 over the 1968 level, the
activities of almost all branches of the economy being increased. The results
obtained in production were reflected in improvements in the personal and social
well-being in the country, as well as in developments in certain fields of non-
productive activities.

However, in certain lines of domestic consumption, demand was increasing
faster than real material possibilities. For this reason the economic growth and
achievements in 1969 were followed by an increased instability in the internal
market; this caused an increase in prices and in the cost of living, which led to
a considerable gap between nominal and real personal incomes. At the same time a
very high level of foreign trade had not resulted in the disappearance of the
deficit on balance of payments, which continued to be substantial. During 1969,
some enterprises encountered difficulties in their mutual payments, owing mainly
to commitments undertaken beyond their available resources from income. One
should not, however, forget that Yugoslav economy is an open economy and as such
is to a great extent subject to the influence of external factors. Sharp increases
in prices abroad, especially for certain raw materials and semi-finished goods, as
well as the general situation in the credit market have exerted a strong influence
on the Yugoslav economy.

Appropriate measures were then taken in various fields with a view to ensuring
the realization of the objectives of the economic policy. Credit and monetary
policy had, however, to be applied under considerably more complex conditions than
in previous years, and the objectives were complex: to support economic activity
and to achieve stability as well as to improve the balance of payments. To achieve
these objectives was much more difficult also on account of the rapid increase in
the rate of growth, continuing from the previous year. The basic objective of
credit and monetary policy was not only to support overall economic growth but also
to act selectively on particular branches of the economy. The policy had to help
to expandexperts, to increase agricultural production, as well as to foster other
activities in the interest of the balance of payments.

The realization of these objectives was further complicated by a very high
liquidity parried over from the previous year, which had been deliberately created
in order to revive the economy, when the total money supply increased by 24 per
cent and the total liquidity by 19 per cent.

Restrictive credit and monetary measures were then taken in order to reduce
the excessive- liquidity and these had a quick effect: the liquidity of the banks
was considerably decreased, and the rate of growth of the money supply was gradually
brought down to the 12 per cent envisaged in the credit a.nd monetary policy for
1969.
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The economic policy for 1970, which is the last year of the current medium-
ter, development pan, has as its objective to sustain the positive trends of
development and is working in four main directions: to achieve an optimum growth
of the economy, to secure stable conditions in the economy, to consolidate business
relations and to ensure more equitable distribution of the national income.

Taking into account the results obtained within the framework of the first
three years of the current planningperiod, the favourable trends ininternal and
external markets, and the high level of production in 1969 there are grounds for
hoping that a relatively high increase of production and consumption will be
achieved in 1970, though somewhat lower than the increase in 1969. The increase of
the social product could be approximately 6.5-7.5 per cent, and of the industrial
production 9-10 per cent. It is expected, however, that agricultural production
will be slower by about 7 per cent, mainly owing to the heavy floods in the spring.
There are indications that these objectives wil be achieved, but there are also
adverse movements, especially in respect of prices, trade and payment balance.

The general rate of increase of industrial production for the first half of
this year was 9.2 per cent higher than in the sameperiod of last year, and this
is within the framework envisaged in the Federal Assembly Resolution on Economic
Developments in 1970.

After a somewhat slow increase of production and easing of the market by the
end of the first quarter of this year, recent information shows that high economic
activity, characteristic for the previous year, still lasts, although showing
certain declining tendencies. At the same time, there persists in accentuated from,
the instability in the market and in prices as a consequencc of certain structural
problems. Strong demand, not fully met by domestic production, is still present.
This lagging bchind of production in relation to demand has been caused above all
by the lack of liquidity of enterprises and by several other associated facts,
such as inadequate supply, 'discrepancy in the movoment of prices and certain
transport difficulties. Here again, strong external impacts should not be forgotten.

This relation between supply and demand., coupled with the overall increase of
prices on foreign market, provoked a further increase of producers' and retail
prices. This used a new increase in the cost of living and consequently in
personal income. New Short-termcredit restrictions were introduced when such
credits were, for instance, 19 per cent higher in June of this year than in the
same. month of last year. The experience of former periods shows, however, that
credit and monetary policy may not always have an adequate impact on prices or on
the trade balance andmay not in itself be able to redress all adverse non-monetary
influences. This may partly be explained by other measuresof theeconomic policy,
especiality in fiscal policy, policy of income distribution and the balance--of-
payments policy which are insufficiently harmonizedwith monetary policy. It is
partly also due to more permanent disproportions in the economic development,
elimination of which is a long-term process.

These are the main developments in my country since mid-1968 up to about the
middle of this year. I have been deliberately avoiding the details as all the
necessary data can be found in our various regular statistical publications.
However I should like to describe in greater detail the developments in our foreign-
trade and in the balance of payments, which I believe is of a particular interest
to this Committee.
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The decreasing trend of the rate of growth of foreign trade continued in
1968. Exports increased by 1 per cent, and imports by 5 per cent, while the
deficit of the balance of trade was higher by 17 per cent. This was the smallest
increase of exports and imports for the past few years. This was due to certain
factors.

Side by side with a high rate of growth of industrial production and of the
building industry, as well as the considerable increase in agricultural production,
the social product increased in 1969 by 10 per cent in real terms, which is the
highest after the introduction of economic reform in 1965.

obviously, these movements were reflected in foreign trade. Imports and
exports increased in 1969 at rates never attained during the preceding ten years.
The rate of growth of imports was higher than that of exports, so that the trade
deficit increased. Thus, exports increased by 16.7 per cent, imports by 18.8 per
cent, and trade deficit by 23.7 per cent over the 1968 levels.

A number of factors, both internal and external, contributed to this substan-
tial increase in exports. First of all there was a greater utilization of the
existing capacities and consequently a reduction in the costs of production;
increased agricultural production also contributed to the increase in exports.
Increased demand abroad as well as the increase of prices on external markets,
were the most important external factors.

If we consider the trends of Yugoslav foreign trade in 1969 in respect of its
regional distribution, we can notice a trend of faster increase of trade with the
convertible area, both in exports and imports. Owing to this fact, the share of
our trade with that area in our total trade increased considerably. However, in
spite of a great increase of exports to the convertible area, our trade deficit
with this area increased by no less than 14 per cent. The greatest increase was
achieved in exports of industrial products (18 per cent), while exports of
agricultural products increased in 1989 by 8 per cent, after a stagnant and
decreasing trend of the year before.

The greatest increase in imports was in raw materials and semi-finished goods
(26 per cent). Also, the implementation of their programmes of industrial
reconstruction and modernization, the existing foreign trade and foreign exchange
system allowed the enterprises to use to a greater extent their rights to buy
equipment abroad. Ater a considerable increase (of 27 per cent) in 1968, imports
of equipment increased in 1969 by 8 per cent, while imports of consumer goods
increased in 1969 by 14 per cent.

The especially favourable developments in our foreign trade during the first
four months of the current year have been reversed since the beginning of the
second quarter. The rate of growth of exports has been decreasing, compared to
that of the first months of this year, and the increase of exports is slightly
slower than during the corresponding months in 1969. On the other hand, the rate
of growth of imports is alarmingly increasing from month to month.
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Thus, the rate of-growth of exports was 37 per cent in January, 49 per cent
in February and 23 per cent in March. They were lower by 14 per cent in April,
and 11 per cent in May, than in the corresponding months in 1969. The month of
June was an exception when there was an increase of 24 per cent over the same month
of the preceding year. However, the rate of growth of exports decreased again in
July and fell to 0.5 per cent below last year's level. Exports for the period
January-July as a whole were, however, 19 per cent higher than they had been in the
corresponding period of the previous year.

There were also adverse movements in imports. In the first months of this
year, imports were lower than in last year, but at the turn of the first and
second quarters, imports increased at a fast rate. They were 2 per cent lower in
January, and 8 per cent lower in February than a year before. Since March, they
began to increase: by 6 per cent in March, 28 per cent in April, 22 per cent in
May, 40 per cent in June and 50 per cent in July exactly. The increase was 24 per
cent for the period January-July. For the first six months of the year they
increased by 19 per cent compared to the same period of the last year. Preliminary
data for the last two months (August-September) indicate a similar, although
slightly moderate, trend.

The unfavourable ratio between exports and imports, with a more accentuated
increase in-imports, caused an increase in the foreign trade deficit.

The trade deficit for the period January-June of this year is ll per cent
higher, and for the period January-July 33 per cent higher, than in the same
periods of the year before.

Such developments in our foreign trade have opened many questions: first,
how it would be possible to exceed the targets set out in the economic policy
guidelines for 1970 providing for an increase of exports by 12 per cent, and of
imports by 10per cent above last years level. It is true that the year 1970 is
not yet at its end and that the last months of the year could considerably modify
the present ratios but it is now almost certain that those objectives will be
exceeded, and that the deficit of the trade balance will be higher than it was
envisaged at the beginning of the year. This question becomes more important if
we consider the degree of restrictiveness of our foreign trade regime. As has
been indicated in certain articles recently published in Yugoslavia, the inescapable
conclusion is that our import regime is in fact more liberal than it appeared to
be at first sight. Besides the two liberalized categories of imports (LB and LBO)
there are a number of other sources of finance for Yugoslav imports. These "other
sources" are, according to these articles and-I can only agree unith theim, more
important for the flow and volume of imports than those coming in under the import
regime, and are inordinately more important than those subject to restrictions.
Thus, if we take into consideration all the sources of finance for imports, we
come to the conclusion that in fact about 80 per cent of Yugoslav imports sre
liberalized. In considering the latest developments we must keep in view the
fact that Yugoslav experts, and imports as well, were largely influenced by the
general trends in the country and abroad, especially the fact that the rate of
increase of domestic prices was greater than abroad, thus increasing the propensity
to import.
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The considerable and increasing deficit in the balance of trade was however
largely compensated by the invisible items, particularly by the inflow of tourist
trade and from workers remittances. bath showing a consistently increasing trend.

While in 1967 the trade deficit amounted to $455 million - almost entirely
with the convertible currency area - in 1968 the deficit-increased to $533 million,
and relates to both the convertible and the bilateral areas. It must be pointed
out here that the deficit in the trade with the bilateral area resulted from a
deliberate policy on the part of Yugoslavia to decrease its bilateral balances.
The year 1969 showed a further increase in the trade deficit, now amounting to
$660 million. For 1970 a moderate increase was forecast, but recent developments
indicate that it is likely to be much higher than expected.

On the other side, net receipts from, the invisible items also show increases,
but at a lower ratethan that of the trade deficit. While the current account
deficit amounted to $106 million in 1968, it increased to $119 million in 1969.
This deficit, as-well as certain increase of monetary reserves, was financed by
the net inflow of capital amounting to about $200 million.

In respect to the balance of payments with the convertible area, one should
say that the trade deficit was more than compensated by net receipts on invisibles
account, while the balance of payments with bilateral area shows further a
deterioration of the trade deficit and a smaller deficit in invisibles. The
inflow of long-term capital in 1969 was approximately the same as in the previous
year, but short-term liabilities have considerably increased.

It has been said above that the trade deficit was to a certain extent
compensated by invisibles. Three basic items of invisibles provided in 1969, the
net receipts of $539 million compared with $402 million in 1968. Grass receipt
from tourism amounted to $240 million and net receipts were $171 million. Workers
remittances amounted ta $204 million. Further increases of the net receipts
from tourism anmounting to approximately $200 million and from workers remittances
amounting to $250 million have been envisaged for 1970.

The total monetary reserves of the country, although higher than in 1968, are
still at a very low level as they scarcely cover the value of 1½ month's imports.
They amounted to $253 million at the end of 1969, but by the end of the first
semester of this year they had fallen to $217 million.

This development in the balance of payments required further financing from
abroad. Total medium- and long-term liabilities of Yugoslavia in convertible
currencies amounted to $1.9 billion at the end of 1968, of which $1.5 billion were
disbursed. By the end of 1969, the indebtedness had increased ta $2.3 billion
($1.7 billion disbursed). Total repayments increased from 19 per cent of total
receipts in foreign exchange in 1968 to 23 per cent in 1969.

These unfavourable movements in the balance of payments of Yugoslavia were
coped with by various measures during the last two years in line with the Federal
Assembly Resolution on Economic Policy for 1969, and with the similar Resolution
for 1970. This represents a continuation of policy initiated in 1965 by the
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Economic and Social Reform. Besides the continuation of the process of liberali-
zation of prices, which has to a certain extent lost its momentum in the last
years because of the inflationary pressure, various measures of credit and monetary
policy were used. Steps were also taken on the international side in the conclusion
of new trade agreements and among others, the trade agreement with the EEC should
be particularly mentioned. Certain adjustments for balance-of-payments reasons
were introduced in the existing foreign trade system, as well as a temporary
import tax of 5 per cent. The basic objectives of all these measures are to
consolidate the existing economic system and to improve the balance-of-payments
situation of the country.

In 1969 preparations were initiated for the elaboration of a new medium-term
plan for 1971-1975. These preparations will be completed this year. The whole
process of development of the Yugoslav economy is directed towards further
liberalization and its linking with the world's economy to the greatest extent
possible. This process could, however, be endangered if a certain degree of
restrictiveness in our foreign trade system were not retained. Without such
restrictions the balance-of-payments situation, already far from being a
favourable one, could only aggravate, which would compromise the basic objectives
and principles of our economic policy as a whole.
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ANNEX II

(A) LAW ON THE SPECIAL TAX ON IMPORTED GOODS

(Published in the Official Gazette of
S.F.R.Y. No. 31/70, 18July 1970)

Article 1

In order to ensure equilibrium in the balance of payments with foreign
countries as provided under the social plans, a special tax on imported goods may
be introduced.

The Federal Executive Council shall decide on the goods or groups of goods on
which this special tax shall be levied, the amount of the tax and the duration for
which it will be levied.

Article 2

Funds derived from this special tax shall constitute receipts of the Federal
Government and shall be paid into the Federal budget.

Article 3

Payment of the special tax shall be affected at the time of customs clearance
of the goods in accordance with the regulations in force on the payment of customs
duties.

Article 4

The special tax paid shall be included in the basis for the assessment of the
turnover tax.

Article 5

This Law shall enter into force the day following its publication in the
Official Gazette of the S.F.R.Y.
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(B) EXECUTIVE DECISION

(Published in the Official Gazette
of S.F.R.Y. No. 31/70, 18 July 1970)

On the basis of Article 1, paragraph 2 of the Law on the Special Tax for
Imported Goods (Official Gazette S.F.R.Y. No. 31/70), the Federal Executive
Council takes the following

DECISION

on determining goods on which the special tax should be paid when imported:

1. The special tax shall be paid on all goods which are imported, in the amount
of 5 per cent of their value.

The special tax mentioned in the first clause of this paragraph shall be
levied up to 30 June 1971.

2. The special tax mentioned in paragraph 1 of this Decision shall not be paid
on goods which under existing regulations are free of import duty.

. The special tax shall be calculated and levied on the value of imported
goods free at Yugoslav border.

4. This Decision shall enter into force on the day following its publication in
the Official Gazette of S.F.R.Y.


